Cayley's theorem, punished in 1847, asserts that any skew-symmetric determinant of even order is equal to the square of its Pfaffian. A proof of this result, depending on the combinatorial structures of determinants and Pfaffians, is presented here. It emerges that the theorem holds, essentially because the representation of a permutation of [1, 2 ..... 2 m] as a product of disjoint cycles of odd parity relates it biuniquely to two independent partitions of the same set into pairs, while a permutation whose cyclic representation contains cycles of even parity corresponds to a term of the determinant which is eliminated by skew-symmetry.
CAYLEY'S THEOREM
Let A = [ar~] be an (n • n) matrix, with determinant D = det A = ~o, eo~al~ (1) 
a2,o(2).., a,~,o(,~),
where the sum runs through all the permutations ~o = [coOL co (2) ,..., ~o(n)]
Of the ordered set -t 
and % is the parity-factor (or signature) of ~o. Let A be skew-symmetric. Then A' = --A; that is, a~, = --a,~ (r, s = 1, 2 ..... n);
and so det A=detA'=det(-A)= (--1)~det A,
so that D = 0 if n is odd. Let n = 2m be even. Then we define the 
where the sum runs through all the partitions a of the set 1 J= {1,2 ..... n} (n=2m)
into m pairs {ri, si} (i = 1, 2 ..... m) and e~o is the parity of the corresponding permutation r~ = [r. sl, r2, s2, r3 ..... s,A
of K. We note that e~o is the same for any permutation got by interchanging pairs in cr, and that interchange of the indices in a pair of reverses the sign of e~o and also the sign of the corresponding factor ars in (6); so that the terms of (6) are uniquely defined. Cayley [2] proved that, for any skew-symmetric matrix A with n = 2m, D = p2.
This paper provides a purely combinatorial proof of his result.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Every permutation can be represented uniquely as a product of disjoint cycles (see, for instance, Birkhoff and MacLane [1] ):
the order of the product being arbitrary. Let E m be the set of permutations of K (with n = 2m) whose representations (10) contain only cycles of odd parity; that is, the cycles contain even numbers of indices. Then co, = (-1)~.
We shall prove the following lemmas.
LEMMA l. 
Since sums which correspond identically, term by term, are equal, Cayley's theorem (9) follows from these three lemmas. Each index-value j in J has a unique partner j~ in a and a unique partner ja in ft. This partnership-relation thus uniquely defines a set of closed disjoint chains of index-values, with alternate links in a and in fl, such that each element of J lies in one chain G, and each such chain contains an even number of elements of J.
We define a cyclic order in each closed chain by arbitrary choice of an ambiguous rule. A suitable choice is to select the smallest indexvalue g in G, and to go from this to its partner g~ in c~, and then on around the chain. This yields a cycle F, uniquely. Conversely, given any co in Era, we know that it has a unique representation of the form (10). In each F of the product, seek the smallest index-value g, and assign the pairs 2
around the cycle F to c~; and the pairs
between them, to ft. Clearly, this uniquely defines partitions a and fl of J; and for these, T[tz, fl] = co. Finally, if we order the cycles F h so that, for the corresponding smallest index-values, 2 We use the fact that a cycle ro is defined as (L co (j), to ~ ( j ) ..... o~-t (j) ), where j is any index of the cycle and oJ t (j) = j, so that r ~-1 (j) = O~-x (j), o~ ~-2 (j) = 09-2(j ) .....
We note also that, since co e E,~, every t is even. 
. m).
The situation described above can usefully be depicted graphically (see Figure 1) . We consider a complete graph C whose vertices are points corresponding to the 2m index-values in J, every pair of vertices being joined by an edge (a simple arc containing the two vertices as end-points, and no other vertex). A partition of J corresponds to a factor of C, a graph through all the vertices of C, with just one edge through each vertex. Thus the vertices are paired-off by edges as links. Two such factors form closed alternating chains; and when these are oriented they represent the disjoint cycles of a permutation. 
where the Op are of even parity (q > 1) and the I~ are of odd parity, as before. Denote the inverse cycle to Ov by Op'; then it, too, wiUhave even parity. The 2q permutations whose representation is (21), with an arbitrary number of the Oq replaced by their inverses, can be divided into pairs, according to whether O1 or O1' appears in otherwise identical representations. Consider such a pair of permutations, Q and ~' = 01'Oz...
Oql'lF ~ 9 F t. The corresponding terms eQX(Q) and ee' X(~') in the expansion (1) of D have e 0 = eQ' and contain the same factors, excepting that,
then the corresponding factors in X(Q) and X(~') are, respectively, 
so that, by (4), these two terms cancel identically. The lemma follows.
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.
While not necessary, a graphic representation of the various situations arising in this proof is very helpful, and the reader is referred to Figure 2 Consider the term + a12a3~a56 9 9 9 a2,,~-~,2m occurring in the expansion (6) of P. We may write the corresponding product in the expansion of p2 as
and this is a term in the expansion (1) Also, the two pairs will come out of either (I) the same cycle 17, defined as in the proof of Lemma l, or (II) two different cycles. We consider these four cases separately.
(Ia) The removal of the two original links from the cycle leaves two open alternating chains, directed from s~ to rj, and from sj to r i, with an odd number of links in each. The introduction of the new links forms a single closed chain again. Thus e~ is unchanged, by (11). To produce a cycle, we must reverse an odd number of ordered pairs. Thus the total number of sign changes in eva e~ is even, and (15) holds, (Ib) Now, the introduction of the new links creates two disjoint closed chains, each of an even number of links (and so of indices). Thus, by (11), the sign of e~, is reversed. The chains are oriented into cycles; but our rule may require that we reverse one or other orientation. This has not net effect, however, since the reversals are even in number. Thus the net effect of the interchange of si and s s is the change in the sign of e~,, giving a change of sign in e~ eva, and (15) holds.
(IIa) The removal of the two original links from the two cycles leaves two open alternating chains, directed from si to ri, and from s~ to r s, with an odd number of links in each. The introduction of the new links forms a single closed chain, thus reversing the sign of e~. To produce 
